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RIW GENERAL ANCILLARIES
RIW Adhesive Tape
Used to temporarily adhere following items to RIW membranes or to link
polyethylene type sheet DPMs to certain RIW products.

RIW Aggregates (Grades 1 & 2)
Used with RIW Toughseal to provide a slip retardant surface or key for following wet
trade finishes.

RIW Cleaning Solvent
Used for cleaning brushes etc, or to re-activate resin-based coatings.

RIW Flexitape
Used with RIW Repel AC to reinforce joints etc.

RIW GM Reinforcing Scrim
Used with RIW Liquid GM to reinforce joints etc.

RIW Jointing Tape
Used with RIW Sheetseal 9000 DPC, to join rolls together, and/or to lap the product
onto other items.

RIW Protection Board
Used to protect applied membranes etc, from following works.

RIW Toughseal Reinforcing Tape
Used over RIW Toughseal to reinforce joints etc, when a ‘key’ for following wet trade
finishes is required.

RIW Universal Tape
Used beneath Flexiseal to separate and bridge over joints.

GENERAL ANCILLARIES
ADHESIVE TAPE

CLEANING SOLVENT

Adhesive Tape is a double-sided bitumen/rubber selfadhesive tape with a removable silicone release paper
one side and a thin polyethylene removable sheet on
the other.

Aromatic hydrocarbon solvent ; Contains Xylene.

APPLICATION
Designed to be used in conjunction with Protection
Board or Double Drain, to temporarily adhere it to dry
surfaces of membranes.
It is used in pads of 150mm square, or in strips of a
suitable length. It can also be used to adhere other
materials, such as polyethylene sheets or similar, to
most ‘dried’ RIW membranes.
The product can be easily cut with a craft knife.
PACKAGING
Adhesive Tape
		

150mm wide rolls x15m long
Weight = 4kg/roll

APPLICATION
Used for cleaning brushes, rollers, etc. Also used for
cleaning and re-activating resin based coatings, such
as Flexiseal and Toughseal.
This product must not be used as ‘thinners’.
PACKAGING
Cleaning Solvent 5 litre tins

FLEXITAPE
Multi-directional nylon polyamide tape
APPLICATION
Use embedded in Repel AC, to reinforce joints etc, in
the substrate. The product can be easily cut with a pair
of scissors.

AGGREGATE GRADE 1

PACKAGING

Crushed flint
Sieve size:
		
		

GM REINFORCING SCRIM

2.000mm = 99 – 100%
1.180mm = 22 – 42%
0.850mm = 00 – 6%

APPLICATION
Dressed into Toughseal to provide a key for following
wet trade finishes.
PACKAGING
Aggregate Grade 1

25kg bags

AGGREGATE GRADE 2
Crushed flint
Sieve size:
		
		
		
APPLICATION

0.500mm = 98 – 100%
0.425mm = 28 – 52%
0.355mm = 8 – 19%
0.300mm = 0 – 4%

Dressed into Toughseal to provide a slip retardant
finish.
PACKAGING
Aggregate Grade 2

25kg bags

Flexitape
		

75mm wide rolls x 50m long
Weight = 280g/roll

GM Reinforcing Scrim is a 0.65mm thick, thermal
bonded polyester fabric (non-woven).
APPLICATION
Use embedded in Liquid GM to reinforce corners,
angles, joints/cracks etc, prior to application of the
main Liquid GM coating application. The product can
be easily cut with a pair of scissors or craft knife.
PACKAGING
GM Reinforcing Scrim 300mm wide rolls x 100m long
		
Weight = 70g/m2

JOINTING TAPE
Jointing Tape is a double-sided butyl tape.
APPLICATION
Used with Sheetseal 9000 DPC to seal rolls of DPC
together at laps. Also used to adhere rolls of DPC onto
prefabricated items. The product can be easily cut with
a pair of scissors or craft knife.
PACKAGING
Jointing Tape 100mm wide rolls x 15m long
		
Weight = 3.06kg/roll

GENERAL ANCILLARIES
PROTECTION BOARD

UNIVERSAL TAPE

Protection Board is a flat sheet, made of organic fibres
saturated with bitumen. The board is resistant to water,
ground salts and most corrosive chemicals.

Universal Tape is a self-adhesive vinyl tape.
APPLICATION

Use to protect waterproof membranes against
mechanical damage, pedestrian or vehicular traffic and
abrasion caused by backfilling.
The product can be easily cut with a craft knife.

Designed to be used where Flexiseal needs to be
lapped onto Sheetseal 226.
Also used in conjunction with Flexiseal, when a slip
tape is required at joints.
The product can be easily cut with a pair of scissors or
craft knife.

PACKAGING

PACKAGING

APPLICATION

Protection Board		
			

2020 x 900mm x 3mm thick
Weight = 2.7 kg/m2

Universal Tape

48mm wide rolls x 50m long

TOUGHSEAL REINFORCING TAPE
Toughseal Reinforcing Tape is a bitumen/rubber selfadhesive tape with a removable silicone release paper
one side and a thin polyethylene removable sheet on
the other.
APPLICATION
Use to reinforce corners, angles, joints etc, after
application of Toughseal, when wet trade finishes are
required.
The product can be easily cut with a craft knife.
PACKAGING
Toughseal Reinforcing Tape 150 wide rolls x 15m long
			
Weight = 3kg/roll

The information in this literature was correct at the time of
going to press. However, we are committed to continually
improving our products and reserve the right to change
product specifications.
For the latest information, please consult RIW. Conditions of
use are beyond our control, therefore we cannot warrant the
results to be obtained.

RIW
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